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Fens, which had stretched through six counties, from Lincoln
to Cambridge—a vast morass, with a few islands here and there.
Transportation was in punts or on stilts. A contemporary1
described the fen population as a crude and almost barbarous
sort of lazy and beggarly people'. Nevertheless, however scanty
a livelihood the fens afforded, their inhabitants offered a pro-
longed resistance to the various undertakers who, in return for
a portion of the land, contracted to drain it. The reason for the
opposition is admirably summed up by Thomas Fuller. Tell
the fenmen, he says, of the large benefit to the public of fatten-
ing a bullock or sheep where formerly a pike or duck fed, and
they will reply cthat if they be taken in taking that bullock or
sheep, the rich owner inditeth them for felons; whereas that
pike or duck were their own foods only for their pains of
catching them'.2
Next to the nobility and gentry in the social scale of the
landed classes comes the yeomanry, who occupied in rural society
much the same position that the middle class occupied in the
towns. There were the yeomen of ample means who had free-
holds that had long been in the possession of their families, and
there were many more qualified to vote at the election of the
knights of the shire by the possession of 40^. freeholds. In addi-
tion copyholders and leaseholders were often, if rather loosely,
called yeomen. The term was thus extremely elastic, and can
be applied to what Bacon called the 'middle people' between
gentlemen and cottagers.3
According to the statistics compiled by Gregory King at the
time of the revolution of 1688, there were 40,000 freeholders
of the better sort, 140,000 of the lesser sort, and 150,000
farmers.4 It is likely that freeholders would include copyholders
and leaseholders and that the farmers were tenants at will.
Since King's are the only estimates available for the seventeenth
century, there is no statistical information to show whether the
numbers of the yeomen were declining. Perhaps, if figures were
in existence, they would tend to prove (as in the case of in-
closures) that the lamentations of contemporaries over the
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3	Bacon, History of King Henry VII, in Works, vi. 95. It is noteworthy that Bacon
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